COMPANY PROFILE
Abir Global Security Services is the leading supplier in its field of security services in Israel. Abir’s staff is composed
of security professionals who possess rich backgrounds in all of Israel’s institutionalized security systems – army,
General Security Service, police and secret services.
The company’s CEO and founder, Mr. Yanir Melech, is a graduate of the IDF Junior Command Preparatory School
in Haifa, an officer and combat soldier in an elite unit, IDF special operations officer, and a military services
professional. He possesses over 25 years experience in the administration of military and civilian security systems
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Abir makes certain to remain cutting-edge and supplies its clients with the latest developments in the field of
global security and technology. The company operates under the ISO 9002 quality standard.
If you too would like to benefit from the quality advantages of our front-running, professional security services, we
would be happy to meet with you.
For details and to arrange a meeting, call:
+972-52-366-4808, Yanir@abir-inv.com
Yanir Melech – CEO

ABIR ACTIVITY IN ISRAEL AND AROUND THE WORLD
Security consultancy and security director (Head of Security) services
➔

➔

➔

➔

Security administration, advice and accompaniment for business people, firms, organizations, institutions
and government bodies.
Assigning ABIR’s professional security officers to companies, organizations and institutions. They
are engaged in the management of the ongoing security issues at the companies; they prevent and
investigate cases of theft, embezzlement and fraud; prevent industrial espionage, and are present and
provide security solutions in company’s work environment and for its suppliers and branches.
Planning, constructing, operating and overseeing protection and security systems. Developing the security
conception and accompanying procedures, guidance, incorporation of the security apparatus, supervision
& control.
Conducting security reviews, loss prevention, inspection and upgrade of the existing security apparatus,
preserving intellectual property.

Investigations
➔

➔

Conducting diverse and intricate investigations in all areas, in Israel and globally; employing the most
advanced investigation methods and technologies.
Abir possesses the ability to arrive at the truth, generate documented and legally submissible evidence,
prepare files for court procedures, and assist in making decisions—professionally and discreetly.

Abir’s polygraph institute
➔

➔

➔

The company is among Israel’s leading polygraph institutes and performs diverse testing in all areas for its
business and private clients. Testing results are recognized by courts, mediators and arbitrators.
The institute offers services of: screening job candidates, investigative polygraph testing, verifying/clearing
suspicions in an entrusted area and all types of polygraph testing that can assist in arriving at conclusions.
Testing by the institute in all languages and throughout the world; sales of polygraph instruments and
equipment; instruction; training of polygraph testers.

Logistic chain security
➔

➔

➔

➔

➔

Abir will construct a security apparatus in your logistic supply chain that enables you to export goods with
no fear from criminal and terror organizations—while affording you all possible security easements in
entry to ports across the world.
Managing, supervising and preventing misuse of the logistic supply chain; setting up the security
apparatus while coordinating with international customs authorities – these top the list of Abir’s security
priorities.
Terror and criminal elements around the world currently exploit and penetrate logistic supply routes
in order to transport weapons, drugs, terror activists and criminals on the one hand, and attack global
shipments for the purpose of theft on the other. The security aim of this logistic chain is to block local and
international terror & crime organizations and prevent them from exploiting this channel for their needs.
Clients, importers and countries across the world demand that their suppliers meet these strict security
requirements. As an example, the American C-TPAT organization obliges all parties to observe highest of
security conditions. Working according to security procedures of the logistic chain enables security forces
at ports (air and sea) to admit goods without delay.
Abir is the only company in Israel and is a world leader in preparing firms to successfully pass
security examinations of C-TPAT and other such organizations.
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Technological security
➔

➔

➔

➔

Abir’s professional security personnel, coupled with advanced technological security systems, constitute a
winning advantage in adapting security to the needs and demands of the client.
Conducting preliminary field surveys, precise planning, and deployment of security means combined
with the company’s keen understanding of security—these deliver the desired and optimal results while
economizing on the required financial investment.
Provision of cutting edge technological security services, among the world’s most advanced, for the
purpose of spotting, identifying, exposing and alerting.
Advice, planning, installation and service for security/surveillance cameras, LPR systems, alarm systems,
loudspeaker and communications systems, telephony and HLS projects.

Wiretapping tests
➔
➔

International-grade wiretapping tests for spotting all types of listening devices.
Supply and sales of listening equipment.

Training, protection and courses
➔

➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

The company develops and delivers unique courses in various areas of security for the government,
business and private sectors.
Provision of security directors (security officers) to institutions and organizations.
Course in VIP/personal protection.
Polygraph course.
Security officer’s course.
‘Krav Maga’ (close combat) and special operations driving.
Course in intelligence, recruiting & activating sources and investigations.
Administration and supply of security officers and bodyguards—skilled and trained to the highest level.

ABIR – among the world’s leading security services… at your service!
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